
A Compendium of Educational, Social and 

Human Sciences (PDF/YCESH) 

Winter term 2021/2022 

Thursday, 1:15pm – 2:45pm, room to be specified  

We would like to warmly welcome all international students of the Faculty of Education to our lecture 

series entitled A Compendium of Educational, Social and Human Sciences. The lectures will be held 

regularly once a week (90 min lesson per week).  

An exchange student who enrolls in the course may earn 5 credits upon successful completion of the 

course requirements (minimum participation of 80% of the lectures + submission of a 3 page long essay 

on one of the topics covered). For enrollment purposes the abbreviation of this course is PDF/YCESH. 

The language of the lectures will be in English. 

The aim of the series is to make international students a little bit more familiar with various aspects of 

life and education in the Czech Republic, whilst international students can bring their own views on 

various issues. At the end, this will be a great educational and multicultural experience for all.  

Planned lectures include (the schedule or content of lectures is subject to change): 

  

30 September The Introduction to Czech Life and History  
Alena Vavrdová, KPV 
 
The objective of the lecture is to acquire a basic knowledge of the history and geography of 
the Czech Republic as well as an insight into the life in the country 

7 October Czech Language for Foreigners  
Michal Kříž, KČJ 
 
The course will be aimed at basic vocabulary and phrases that are used in Czech language. 
Both theory and practical exercises will be included. 

14 October Anthropology as a transdisciplinary science 
Kristina Tomanková, KAZ 

 
Anthropology is the study of man, what the human being is, what defines him and his world, 
and what makes us special (or not). Anthropology is a rather hybrid discipline, drawing on 
different methods borrowed from natural sciences, humanities, and social sciences. This 
lecture offers an introduction to the Anthropology science field. Students will learn how 
scientific method can be used in different anthropology subfields, also.   

21 October 
 

Legislation Aspects of Educational System in the Czech Republic 

Zdenka Nováková, UPSS 

  
This lecture focuses on the legal aspects of the educational process in the Czech education 
system, especially at the regional legislative basis and legislative basis for higher education, 



quality of education, qualification requirements for the performance of the teaching staff 
including career system options for teachers. 

4 November Workplace bullying in the Czech Republic 
Simona Dobešová Cakirpaloglu, KPS 
 
The aim of the lecture is to give the students an overview of the history of the main concept of 
workplace bullying as well as an insight into the personality of the actors of bullying. A part of 
the lecture will be devoted to the causes and the consequences of this phenomenon. The 
prevention of workplace bullying will be discussed as well. 

11 November Developing mathematical skills for everyday life  
Martina Uhlířová, KMT 
 
In various situations in our daily lives, we need knowledge of mathematics. The development 
of mathematical literacy is one of the basic requirements of contemporary school education. 
Attention will be focused to defining the concept of mathematical literacy and determining its 
subcategories. At the meeting will be presented examples of specific activities for the 
development of mathematical thinking of children and adults.  

18 November Post shoa. Czech Jewish Literature after 1945 
Eva Maria Hrdinová 
 
The lecture deals with the subjects of Judaism ("jewish topics") in Czech literature after 1945. 
The works by Ladislav Fuks, Josef Škvorecký or Vlasta Sidonová are to be interpreted. 
The time span of the authors to be treated is quite wide. We are particularly interested in the 
question of Jewish cultural memory in the sense of Jan and Aleida Assmann and also in the 
sense of literary motif research. The presence or absence of the topic "holocaust" is of course 
also in the foreground 

25 November German Culture in the Czech Republic 
Jan Kubica, UCJ 
 
Prague German authors of the older generation (Leo Perutz, Alfred Kubin, Gustav Meyring, 
Rainer Maria Rilke) and the authors of the younger generation (Max Brod, Franz Kafka, Franz 
Werfel, Egon Erwin Kisch) sought solidarity with the Czech culture, which was manifested in 
prose and journalism. Multicultural feature of the former artistic life seems to be current even 
nowadays. 

2 December Understanding Classroom Interaction 

Danping Peng, UPSS 

 
You will learn about: 
• turn-taking patterns and their function 
• question types and their effects on classroom talk 
• the role of intonation, gesture and other subtle cues on interaction 
• types and functions of classroom storytelling 
• types of class participation and their effects 

9 December Inclusive and Special Education / Presentations of students´ essays, completion of 
the course  
Vojtech Regec, USS 
 
This lecture offers an introduction to the concept of diversity and to an understanding of 
inclusive education. Students will learn how education system can support students with 
different needs in inclusive and responsive ways.  
 

 



 

 


